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Abstract
We present a novel NLP resource for the explanation of linguistic phenomena, built and evaluated exploring very large annotated 
language corpora. For the compilation, we use the German Reference Corpus (DeReKo) with more than 5 billion word forms, which is 
the largest linguistic resource worldwide for the study of contemporary written German. The result is a comprehensive database of 
German genitive formations, enriched with a broad range of intra- und extralinguistic metadata. It can be used for the notoriously 
controversial classification and prediction of genitive endings (short endings, long endings, zero-marker). We also evaluate the main 
factors influencing the use of specific endings. To get a general idea about a factor’s influences and its side effects, we calculate 
chi-square-tests and visualize the residuals with an association plot. The results are evaluated against a gold standard by implementing 
tree-based machine learning algorithms. For the statistical analysis, we applied the supervised LMT Logistic Model Trees algorithm, 
using the WEKA software. We intend to use this gold standard to evaluate GenitivDB, as well as to explore methodologies for a 
predictive genitive model.
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1. Motivation
Genitive is the grammatical case used to indicate a type of 
relationship -  most prominently possession/ownership -  
between things. In German as well as in English, genitive 
nouns within a genitive phrase are identifiable by certain 
endings. But whereas English features just two variants 
(singular nouns: add apostrophe S (Peter's), plural nouns 
ending in -s: only add the apostrophe (sisters')), the 
German language morphologically marks genitive 
constructions with up to eight distinct variants. Examples 
for German genitive nouns with different types of markers 
are displayed in table 1.
Lemma Genitive case \ Type of marker





Peter Peter ’s -'s
Felix Felix’ -'
Internet Internet (zero-marker)
Table 1: Types of genitive markers in German
Research on the genitive case in German has a long 
tradition. Nevertheless the evaluation of hypotheses 
predicting the use of certain genitive variants is 
notoriously complicated and generates cases of doubt, 
because there is no generally accepted model. Examples 
for common questions are:
• Is it better to use “des Films” or “des Filmes” (i.e., to 
use the “-s” or “-es” marker)?
• Is the marking of genitive forms of proper names 
with apostrophe S instead of using the more
traditional -s ending (i.e., “Peter’s” instead of 
“Peters”) really good grammatical style?
• Under which conditions is it tolerable to omit the 
genitive marker (e.g., zero-marker as in “des 
Internet”)?
In order to find answers, up to 30 intra- and extralinguistic 
factors have been considered in the past: position of the 
genitive attribute, article ending in -s, morphological 
complexity, number of syllables, types of coda, lexical 
integration, genus, geograhic or proper name, noun 
frequency, information about medium, register, and 
region etc. (Fehringer, 2011; Szczepaniak, 2010). On 
these grounds, it seems difficult to define a consistent 
model and to identify weighting criteria -  statistically 
spoken: the effect size -  for certain factors.
Over the decades, several hypotheses were proposed. Just 
to name a few: Appel (1941) postulates that the omission 
of genitive markers affects primarily special/technical 
vocabularies; Pfeffer & Morrison (1984) describe -  
among other aspects -  the influence of the final syllable; 
Fehringer (2011) and Szczepaniak (2010) assume that 
markers are determined by the number of noun syllables, 
the frequency of the genitive noun, etc. Standard 
references like Dudenredaktion (2007) and 
Dudenredaktion (2009) try to present the classification 
problem in its entirety.
Contemporary studies on the characteristics of natural 
language benefit enormously from the increasing amount 
of linguistic corpora. Linguistic findings are increasingly 
corpus-based, i.e. their statements rely on empirical data, 
computed on the basis of natural language. However, 
resources for the multifactorial examination of genitive 
formation are scarce. We thus present a novel 
corpus-based data collection and a statistical approach to 
identify, order, and structure the factors that are most 
prominent for genitive variation in German. This is a first 
step towards a comprehensive description of genitive 
variation based on actual language use.
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2. Corpus Resources
For the compilation of the genitive database GenitivDB, 
we use the German Reference Corpus DeReKo1 with 
more than 5 billion word forms, which is the largest 
linguistic resource worldwide for the study of written 
German. The original texts are annotated
morphosyntactically with three competing systems: 
Connexor Machinese Tagger, TreeTagger, and Xerox 
Incremental Parser2. In the following, we primarily make 
use of the Xerox and TreeTagger annotations because they 
give us the broadest range of syntactic and structural 
annotation -  case information for nouns, phrase 
boundaries etc. -  as well as reliable lemmatizations. 
Besides, the corpus is semi-automatically enriched with a 
comprehensive set of metadata (text type, year of 
publication, regional background, topic, medium, etc.). 
Language samples, annotations, and metadata are fully 
integrated into a RDBMS-driven corpus storage and 
retrieval framework. This corpus database, KOGRA-DB 
(Schneider, 2012), allows for the flexible analysis of 
multi-layered corpora with regular expressions and a 
combined search on all available types of annotation and 
metadata, using parallelized SQL queries and a 
MapReduce-like retrieval paradigma. Our separation of 
genitive variants benefits from the fact that all language 
samples are stored wordwise, and that every wordform is 
connected to intra- and extra-linguistic metadata 
according to an efficient logical data model.
3. Building the Genitive Database
The corpus data serve as a basis to extract all relevant 
genitive forms. Potential candidates are filtered out using 
regular expression queries on the primary texts and 
metadata. After several refinements, the resulting 
collection comprises 650,726 types and 9,541,753 tokens. 
The most prominent ending is -s, followed by -es (see 
figure 1 for relative frequencies). In order to weight the 
findings, several distribution rules are checked 
automatically, e.g.:
• If the wordform ends with a genitive marker (-ens, 
-es, -ns, -s, -ses) and its lemma does not end with a 
marker, the genitive candidate gets a so-called score 
point.
• We give an additional score point if the candidate is 
pre- or postmodificated by a genitive preposition.
• If our script detects an adjacent genitive article in 
front of the noun, the candidate gets two more score 
points.
• If we find a genitive article within a certain distance 
in front of the noun and an inflected premodifying 
adjective ending in -en , a proper name form in -er, or 
an ordinal number immediately in front of the noun, 
it also gets two more score points.
The following example shows a genitive noun (token =
1 http ://www. ids-mannheim. de/DeReKo
2 See http://www.connexor.eu/technology/machinese/index.html,
http://www. cis. uni-muenchen. de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/, 
and http://open.xerox.com/Services/XIPParser/, respectively.
“Anblicks”; lemma = “Anblick”) with a genitive 
preposition (“wegen”) followed by a genitive article 
(“des”) and a premodifying adjective (“schönen”): 
“wegen des schönen Anblicks”.
Overall, we make use of 19 different distribution rules, 
and count the total of the assigned score points for every 
genitive candidate. The higher the score points, the more 
likely the candidate can be considered a genitive noun. A 
final manual inspection suggests that all candidates with 
two or more score points are “real” genitive variants, 
whereas the others become weak candidates.
Figure 1: Relative freqency of German genitive markers
All findings are enriched with extra-linguistic metadata 
and morphosyntactic information from KOGRA-DB in 
order to get additional grammatical evidence. We isolate 
loanwords, acronyms, and neologisms using existing 
word lists from in-house projects.1 23 Some distributionally 
motivated information is added with a specific Perl script. 
By matching our dataset against CELEX (Baayen et al., 
1995), we are also able to include phonetic and prosodic 
information (e.g., the number of syllables or the character 
of the last sound/coda) into our calculations. 
Subsequently, we evaluate the main factors influencing 
the use of genitive markers (see also Hansen & Schneider, 
2013). To get a general idea about a specific factor’s 
influences and side effects, we calculate chi-square-tests 
and visualize the residuals with an association plot (cf. 
Cohen, 1980; Meyer et al., 2005), using the VCD 
(Visualizing Categorial Data) package of the statistical 
software “R”. The plots show standard deviations of the 
observed frequencies as a function of the expected 
frequencies. Each cell is represented by a rectangle, 
whose height is proportional to the residual of the cell, 
and having a width proportional to the square root of the 
expected frequency. Therefore, the area of the rectangle is 
proportional to the difference between observed and 
expected frequencies.
3 These lists were compiled by the projects OWID 
(http://www.owid.de) and Deutsches Fremdwörterbuch (DFWB; 
http://www.ids-mannheim.de/lexik/fremdwort.html).
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Figure 2: Influence of word frequency classes (5-29) on genitive formation
Figure 3: Influence of the number of syllables (1-9) on genitive formation
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Figure 4: Influence of loanword status (0/1) on genitive formation
Figure 5: Influence of proper noun status (0/1) on genitive formation
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As an in-depth presentation of all factors would exceed 
the limits of this paper, we concentrate on a rather small 
selection. Figure 2 represents the influence of the 
frequency class4 (vertical y-axis) on genitive formation. 
The association plot shows the under-representation of s­
and zero-markers and the over-representation of es- 
markers for nouns with higher frequencies (frequency 
class up to 7 or 10, respectively). So the representation of 
genitive markers as a function of the word frequency 
reveals a trend for preferring the -es variants for words 
that are often used in contemporary German -  an 
empirical validation for a widespread assumption in 
linguistic research. Figure 3 displays the influence of the 
number of noun syllables. It shows that the genitive 
ending -es is over-represented for nouns with one syllable, 
whereas multisyllabic words tend to use the shorter -s 
variant. Figures 4 and 5 indicate an inverse influence of 
loanword status and proper noun status on the use of -es 
and -s markers, as well as a significant preference of 
loanwords for zero-markers.
In addition to this quite straightforward first examination, 
several other factors and their combinations are worth 
further investigation. The association plots and chi-square 
tests produced and conducted for every single factor in 
our dataset constitute a valuable basis for the description 
of their influence on the distribution of genitive markers.5 
Some of the most significant parameters that we also use 
for the multifactorial evaluation of our gold standard 
within the next section are:
• Proper noun (yes/no)
• Adjacent adjective ending in -en in front of the noun
(yes/no)
• Adjacent noun (yes/no)
• Neologism (yes/no)
• Loanword (yes/no)
• Compound word (yes/no)
• Genus (separate probability values for fem, masc, 
neut)
• Frequency class (1-29)
• Parser output (TreeTagger) on genitive probabilty 
(decimal number)
• Domain (fiction, cultural/entertainment, nature, 
technology, politics/society)
• Medium (press, books, internet, spoken)
• Location (we use eight greater regions from the 
German-speaking area)
We store the complete dataset (9,541,753 genitive 
candidates with sentence context and more than 80 
qualified attributes for each wordform) within a relational 
database management system. This resource (GenitivDB) 
is well-documented and can be queried online. Query 
parameters of the frontend are lemma, wordform, genitive 
marker, and genitive probability based on the assigned 
score points for every genitive candidate (see figure 8).
4 For the noun frequency classification, we used the DEREWO 
ranking lists available at http://www.ids-mannheim.de/kl/ 
projekte/methoden/derewo. html.
5 A decision tree mapping our overall observations is available at
http://hypermedia.ids-mannheim.de/treeText.c095.m2000.pdf.
We also provide a complete public download for further 
scientific exploration.6
4. The Gold Standard
In order to answer the demand for a gold standard set for 
genitive classification, we manually inspect over a set of 
1,000 randomly chosen sentences from KOGRA-DB.1 All 
singular nouns (>9,000) are checked for genitive markers, 
genus, and inflection class (weak/strong) by native 
speakers with linguistic background. This results in about 
300 verified genitive nouns, to which we add the metadata 
described above. We intend to use this gold standard to 
evaluate GenitivDB, as well as to explore methodologies 
for a predictive genitive model.
For the statistical analysis, we applied the supervised 
LMT Logistic Model Trees algorithm (Landwehr et al., 
2005) using the free WEKA (Waikato Environment for 
Knowledge Analysis) machine learning workbench 
(Witten & Frank, 2005). Figure 6 documents the header 
and data sections of our ARFF (Attribute-Relation File 
Format) import file. The first line declares the relation, 
followed by 16 lines introducing the complete attribute 
list with type information. The (truncated) data section 
contains some generic instances with the genitive marker 
at the end of each row.
©relation genitive 
©attribute fem numeric 
©attribute masc numeric 
©attribute neut numeric 
©attribute morphgen numeric 
©attribute nnprae numeric 
©attribute nnpost numeric 
©attribute propn numeric 
©attribute adjen numeric 















Figure 6: WEKA import with 16 LMT attributes and 
sample data
6 For legal reasons -  the underlying language corpora contain 
copyrighted material -  users need to register before 
downloading GenitivDB at http://hypermedia.ids-mannheim.de 
/call/public/korpus genitivdb.
7 In fact all sentences come from the mk2 subcorpus, which is to 
some extent balanced with respect to text type.
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The evaluation of our model on the training data gives us 
92.2% correctly classified gold standard instances (see the 
summary in figure 7). Considering the fact that the used 
parameter list excludes some potentially relevant content 
like phonetic information (stress, vowel length, etc.), this 
seems both promising and improvable. We will continue 
experimenting with different attribute selections, 
including the above mentioned information.
The algorithm performance with precision, recall, and 
F-scores of more than 90% can be confirmed on the 
complete GenitivDB dataset if we consider only 
candidates with more than one score point (i.e., reliable
genitive nouns whith classified endings based on our 
distribution rules). Including also the “weak” candidates 
(i.e., genitive nouns with only one score point) gives us 
precision values of almost 80%. Again, this seems 
reasonable, since we expect our automatically generated 
collection to still contain some incorrect findings, 
especially among the weak candidates and nouns with 
zero-marker. The LMT classification errors, together with 
our score points, serve as valuable starting points for 
further investigation and corrections (of genitive 
probability and/or assigned genitive ending) that will be 
included in future releases of GenitivDB.
Correo11y C1assi f i ed Inst anees 271 92.1769 %
Incorrec11y C1ass i f i ed Ins tanees 23 7.8231 %
Kappa st at i s t i c 0.8537
Mean absolute error 0.0238
Root mean squared error 0.1087
Re 1 a. t i ve a. bso 1 u t- e- error 17.4154 %
Root relative squared er ror 41.9278 %
Total Number of Instances 294
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recaí1 F-Measure ROC Area Class
0 0 0 0 0 ? ens
0.9 0.057 0.891 0.9 0.896 0.986 es
0 0 0 0 0 ? hochs
0 0 0 0 0 ? ns
0.942 0.09 0.936 0.942 0.939 0.987 s
1 0 1 1 1 1 ses
1 0 1 1 1 1 shock
0.85 0.00 4 0.944 0.85 0.89 5 0.99 9 0
Weighted Avg. 0.922 0.072 0.922 0.922 0.922 0.988
=== Confusion Matrix ===
a b c d e f g h < — classif
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a. = ens
0 90 0 0 9 0 0 1 b = es
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c = ho c h s
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d = ns
0 10 0 0 162 0 0 0 e = s
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 f = se s
0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 g = sh o c h
0 1 0 0 2 0 0 17 h = 0
Figure 7: Summary of the gold standard evaluation
GenitivDB - Datenbank zur Genitivmarkierung
GenitivDB - Database of German Genitive Markers
O m in e -A b fra ge  /  O n line  que ry
Lem m a: N o m e n L e m m a E n d u n g S a tz k o n te x t '
W ortfo rm  /  W ord fo rm : A k t ie n m a rk te s ak tie n m a rk t es S tü tz e  d e s  | A k t ie n m a rk te s  | s in d  d ie  K ä u fe  d e s  s ta a tliche n
S o ftw aren a  uses so ftw areh au s es D ie  be ste he nd e A p p lika tio n  d e s  ind ischen | S o ftw a re ha use s | w urde nach den Anfo rderungen de r
G en itivm ark ie run g  /  G e n itiv e  m arker: es ▼ M annes m ann e s D as Vera n tw o rtun gsg e füh l d e s  | M an ne s | d e r F rau gegenüber is t bei
G e n itiv w a h rs c h e in iic h k e it /  P ro b a b ility : > =  ▼ 4  ▼ M annes m ann e s , die den V e rh ä ltn isse n  d e s  | M annes | en tsp re che n  , und n a tü rlich  nur =
D osenpranaes dosenprand e s esu üb er d ie  E in füh ru ng  d e s  | D osenpranaes | z e ich n e t s ic h  e in  K o m p ro m iss  ab
| s u c h e n  /  s e a rc h  | Dosenp fandes do sen  pfand e s S u n d e s ia t be i de r E in füh ru ng  d e s  | D ose np fan de s | z u  un te rs tü tze n
Wildcards: ?  für ein beliebiges Zeichen, *  für eine beliebig lange Folge J a h re s  [jahr e s w a r z u le tz t im  O k to be r vergangenen | J a h re s  | z u  V erhandlungen in  die K tm flik treg ion
Jah res ja h r e s da nk E U -M itle ln  b is  M itte  n ä chs ten  | J a h re s  | fa ch lich e  B e treuung geben . B ish e r
Jah res Jahr es und d rü ck te  be im  M atch  d e s  | Jah res  | be iden je  e inen D aum en *
Sch m e rzen sge ld es Schm erzensge ld es F ocu s  gegen d ie  Zah lun g  d e s  | S ch m e rzen sge ld es  | a b
S tad tra te s sta dtra t es ändert s ic h  d ie  B e rich te rs ta ttu ng  d e s  | S ta d tra te s  | . A d re ssa t vo n  V e rw a ltu n g s b e r ic h t»
6473947 Treffer /  Hits J a h re s  jah r e s . im  E ta t d e s  laufenden | Jah res  | se ie n  z u s ä tz lic h e  Ausga be nkü rzu ng en  in  Höhe
Jah res ja h r e s M ittw o ch  üb er den S p orth au sha lt d e s  | Jah res  12003 beraten , w ird die
[Auswahl anzeiaen /  Display samples] W ellkne ge s W eltkrieg es D as S ch re cke n sb ild  d e s  D ritten  | W e ltk n e g e s  | . dem  e t lic h e  M a le  die
V id eo ra um es v ideoraum die  E in rich tun g  e in e s  M ed ien- und | V id eo ra um es  | , de r a u c h  v o n  S ch u lk lasse n
T arifve rtrag es ta rifve rtra g es z u  den s e c h s  Vertra gsp artn e rn  d e s  | T a rifve rtrag es  |
Download B u nd esa m tes hunde sam t e s N ach vo rläu fige n  D aten d e s  s ta tis tis c h e n  | B u n d esa m tes  | w urden w a re n  im  w e r t  von
JütH läum sjahres Jub iläum sjahr e s Idee an  de r G e s ta ltu ng  des | Jub iläu m s jah res  | be te ilig en m öch te  ,  kan n  s ic h
•  GenitivDB (komplette Datensammlung !  complete dataset) D ien stes d ie n s t es a u s  a lle n  Sp arte n  des Ö ffen tlich en  | D ie n s te s  | werden na ch  de n  W orten  des
*  liesmich.txt (Dokumentation) * ÍÜ *
Figure 8: Online retrieval and download of GenitivDB
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5. Summary and Outlook
We presented an empirical approach to work with large 
annotated corpora for the explanation of linguistic 
phenomena, using the example of German genitive 
markers. The output is a comprehensive NLP resource 
that -  to the best of our knowledge -  is unique for 
contemporary research on German genitive formation. It 
allows for statistical analysis on a large set of intra- und 
extralinguistic metadata. Alongside with an online query 
form and a complete download in CSV format, several 
data subsets in RDATA (R Workspace File) format will be 
available in the near future.
Within a pilot study, we examined machine learning 
algorithms to reveal the influence of factors predicting 
genitive marking. An elaborated paper on the effective 
directions and effect sizes of the factors, using established 
measures like odds ratio and Cramer's V, is underway 
(Konopka, 2014).
Some of the included factors are possibly interrelated (e.g., 
frequency class and number of syllables or frequency 
class and neologism/loanword attributes), so one of our 
future objectives is to inspect especially the (empirically 
observable) interrelationships of these factors. In addition, 
we plan to extend our rather small gold standard 
collection that nevertheless served well for the evaluation 
of a prototypical predictive model.
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